
E-Rate Fiscal Year 2018 Category 2 Equipment RFP 

Q&A Round One- February 16th, 2018 

 

Firewall 

1. Can you please let me know your school's bandwidth availability and a student count? 
a. Internet Bandwidth – 2 Gbps 
b. Student Count - ~10,000 

2. Are you interested in only the firewall portion or do you also need your firewall to provide 
content filtering as well?   

a. Please provide content filtering as well (listed in Section 1 of the RFP as “URL Filtering”) 

WLAN  

1. Will the district be adding capacity (more access points) to the existing controllers, or will the AP 
count stay the same? 

a. An additional 64 access points are being requested on top of what is currently in place 
2. Is this just a 1:1 swap of access points or will you be adding more AP’s for capacity? 

a. Most access points are being replaced.  An additional 64 access points have been 
requested. 

3. Will the district need more AP/PEF licenses as a result of any additional Access Points in the 
network? 

a. No, we have available licenses on the controller 
4. What version of code is running on the 7220 controllers? 

a. 6.5.3.0 
5. What AP’s are in the network today, and will any of them be staying in the network? (this may 

affect the version of code you can run on the controllers) 
a. The purpose of this project is to replace all older access points. 
b. Currently, there are Aruba 93, 105, 135, 205, 215, 225, and 315. 

6. Will HSD require any special wall or hard deck mounting kits or will you need to wall mount any 
access points?  Or will the rail mounts that are included with the AP’s suffice for all mounting 
locations? 

a. These will all be mounted on the drop-ceiling rails.  The included mounts should be 
sufficient. 

7. Does HSD require installation services? 
a. Yes, as detailed in Section 3 of the RFP (Network Wiring) 

 

Switches 

1. The 3810 can take 2 PSU’s, and it needs one to operate. They do not ship with PSU’s. There are 3 
different PSU’s available. How many power supplies does the district require? Will the Aruba 
X371 12VDC 250W 100-240VAC Power Supply (JL085A) work for your use case? 

a. Please quote 2 per switch. 



b. JL085A would be sufficient 
2. There are no optics specified in the RFP for backhaul from the 3810’s to the MDF’s. Does the 

district require fiber optic transceivers to be quoted as well? If so, what type of fiber optic 
transceivers and numbers are needed? 

a. No, we do not require additional transceivers.   
3. Would the district like to see pricing on the 2930F 8 port switch instead or in addition to the 

1820’s? Keeping the 2930F 8 port would allow HSD to manage and configure all the switches the 
same and have integrated wired and wireless support between all platforms in the network. 

a. Please provide pricing in addition 
4. Does HSD require any installation services? 

a. No 

General 

The RFP states “Please describe how access points and switches integrate well into existing 
infrastructure and management utilities.”  

1. What infrastructure and management utilities does the District utilize today? 
a. IMC, AirWave 

2. What versions are those running on (for new hardware compatibility) 
a. IMC – 7.2 
b. AirWave – 8.2.0.2 

3. Will the district require any additional licensing for the existing management utilities as a result 
of the increase in device numbers? 

a. Not at this time. 
4. I was wondering if your school was accepting bids without install and configurations? 

a. Yes, all equipment can be bid separately from installation 


